Get ready for next quarter's teaching
Take action now for successful teaching in January

Creating your syllabus
Your syllabus is more than a schedule of readings. It's also a guide to help your students take responsibility for their learning. Use these resources to make yours even better:

- Course goals and learning outcomes
- Learning toolbox
- Course description examples
- and more

Planning to start your course with a review lecture? Think again
Prof. Carl Wieman of Physics and Education explains why that doesn't help, and shares what he does instead.

TAing for the first time?
Check out this TA Orientation summary for the tips you need, and visit the TA Orientation page on the Teaching Commons.

Off to a great start
Veterans and new teachers alike will benefit from these first-day tips from experienced Stanford teachers.

Learning help
What are your students struggling with? Check out this academic skills blog, The Duck Stops Here, that addresses their learning issues.